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i'm trying to use pictures from a phone that i didn't use to transfer to my computer. now, i'm getting a message that the pictures are corrupted and i can't open them. i've used this program before and it worked perfectly but now it's not working. is there anyway i can save it? for iphone users, you can now force your camera to take pictures in the heic format, instead of jpeg. this means that you will get photos that will be compatible with mobile apps, and that will open up a whole new set of options for you. we are incredibly excited about this new tool, and hope you'll find it useful. if you encounter any problems, please let us know! i just wanted to say
that this is such an awesome thing for us to do. the whole reason i wanted to work at genius is because i knew we could create unique, different products that people dont even know they want. this is a perfect example of that. props to thenatekirby and coulton for their hard work on this awesome new feature. i need to clear space on my phone to get the new ios! nate from the genius mobile team here. i wanted to give yall an important heads up were really excited to announce a big new feature for our ios app thats rolling out tomorrow. its called lyric messages, and theyre the best way to say what you mean with music (and yes, your favored selfie, we

all have one). picture resize genius includes the ability to batch resize pictures, batch resize photos, and perform batch image resize functions. besides, it can add a text overlay (watermark), rename file and more. you will be able to process thousands of files in a few seconds. the resizing allows you to force a specified width or height and keep the proportions,..
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i have an iphone 6 and the first picture i tried to insert was a photo and it was fine. the problem was that the next time i tried to insert a photo it said
that the photo was already inserted and i had to go through and delete all the photos that were already inserted to be able to insert the new photo.
its going to be a problem if i have to delete all the photos just to insert one new photo. so i have a nokia 830. i have two problems. i used to be able

to edit a photo to remove a noise or blemish. the app stopped updating and i lost the edit option. i have tried to reinstall it but the same thing
happens. also, i can not download a picture to use on a label. when i download a picture, i get an error message saying that it is a picture format that

is not supported. does anyone have any ideas how i can fix either of these issues? when i set the custom size to 300100, the image i'm trying to
insert is a 4000x3000 px image. it re-sizes it to 22575 and i can't see the actual image i'm trying to insert because the picture is way to small. i don't
want my picture resized into something it's not suppose to be. how do i change it so that i can see the actual picture i'm trying to insert? thanks hey, i
would like to resize my image from 500x500 to 1500x1000 and then save the image with a new name. i try to change the size in the custom size to
1500x1000 but i can't seem to be able to save the image. any ideas? hi, this is alex from the best-resize.com team. we are glad you like the app and
we take your comments seriously. unfortunately we cannot help you with the last problem you mentioned. if you want to post a question or ask for
help regarding your problem then please go to our support forum. we are always glad to help you and answer your questions. best regards, best-

resize.com team 5ec8ef588b
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